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Abstract 
We define the "linear scan transform' G of a set in lhld using information observable 
on its one-dimensional linear transects. This transform determines the set covariance 
function, interpoint distance distribution, and (for convex sets) the chord length 
distribution. Many basic integral-geometric formulae used in stereology can be 
expressed as identities for G. We modify a construction of Waksman (1987) to 
construct a metric T/ for 'regular' subsets of !Rd defined as the L 1 distance between 
their linear scan transforms. For convex sets only, T/ is topologically equivalent to the 
Hausdorff metric. The set covariance function (of a generally non-convex set) 
depends continuously on its set argument, with respect to T/ and the uniform metric 
on covariance functions. 
LINEAR SCAN TRANSFORM; CHORD LENGTH DISTRIBUTION 
AMS 1991 SUBJECT CLASSIFICATION: PRIMARY 60005 
Introduction 
This paper studies the determination of a set A c: ~d from information on 
one-dimensional linear transects A n l. Three issues are discussed: 
(a) characterisation: whether a set A c ~dis completely determined by the values 
of an associated transform (the Radon transform, chord length distribution, 
interpoint distance distribution, or set covariance function); 
(b} stereology: whether geometrical parameters of Ac: ~d can be statistically 
estimated from randomly-sampled values of the transforms; 
(c) approximation: whether good deterministic or stochastic approximation of 
transforms ensures closeness of the corresponding sets. 
Although such problems have received much attention, it is common for (a)-(c) 
to be considered separately. In this paper we introduce a transform that is 
serviceable in all three contexts. 
Following is a brief summary of known results. A bounded open set is essentially 
uniquely determined by its Radon transform. When the available information is 
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merely the probability distribution of chord lengths, characterisation is not guar-
anteed. Mallows and Clark (1970) provided a counterexample of two non-congruent 
convex polygons with the same chord length distribution. 
For convex sets there are well-known integral geometric relationships through 
which the chord length distribution is uniquely determined by, and uniquely 
determines, the interpoint distance distribution, which in turn is determined by the 
set covariance function (Matern (1985)). For stereological purposes ((b) above) 
there is an identity of Crofton (1885) concerning the moments of chord lengths 
which was generalised to non-convex sets by Miles (1979) and Jensen and 
Gundersen (1985), see also Goodey and Weil (1992). 
There is much recent interest in the characterisation of a set from its set 
covariance function. Nagel (1991), (1993) showed that a convex plane polygon is 
uniquely determined by its set covariance. Lefanovsky and Rataj (1990) constructed 
a counterexample of two distinct non-convex polygons with identical covariance 
functions. For a more restricted class of 'generic' polygons, not necessarily convex, 
which excludes the latter counterexample, the covariance function uniquely charac-
terises the polygon, and there is a reconstruction procedure due to Schmitt (1993). 
Suppose the intersection A n I of a line l with a set A c ~d is a finite union of 
compact intervals, with ordered endpoints x 11 x2, • • ·, x2n· Miles (1983) defined the 
k-linc 
2n-l 2n 
[cr(A n L)k] = 2: 2: (-1ri+1(xi - x;)k, fork~ 1 
i=l j=i+l 
and proved several integral-geometric identities for it. Waksman (1987) introduced 
the glance function of A, 
2n-J 2n 
HAni(t)= L L (-1y+i+ 11{xi-x;;§!t}, fort ~o 
i=l j=i+l 
which has an obvious resemblance to the k-linc. Waksman used this function to 
construct a metric on a class of open subsets of the plane, with applications to the 
approximation problem (c). 
The new geometric transform introduced in this paper is a minor modification of 
Waksman's glance function but turns out to be extremely natural, arising as minus 
the derivative of the one-dimensional set covariance of a linear transect. Many 
integral geometric identities can be rewritten in terms of the linear scan transform. 
The plan of the paper is as follows. Section 1 provides necessary background. The 
linear scan transform is defined in Section 2. Section 3 explores properties of the 
transform including relations with the k-linc, volume and other quantities. A 
generalisation of Crofton's formula to non-convex sets is stated. Stereological 
estimators can be constructed in terms of the linear scan transform. 
In Section 4 we pursue the approximation problem by constructing a metric 71 on 
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'regular' subsets of ~d, defined as the L 1-distance between their linear scan 
transforms. In the convex case, YJ is the L 1 distance between Radon transforms. One 
of our main results (Theorem 4.7) is that for convex sets (but not in general) YJ is 
topologically equivalent to the Hausdorff metric. 
In the final section we obtain analytic properties of the set covariance function CA 
of subsets A c: ~d. For the class "fl' of 'regular' sets equipped with the metric ri. we 
show (Corollary 5.6) that the map A~ CA is continuous from r into the space of 
bounded real functions on !Rd with the uniform (supremum) metric, and (Lemma 
5.1) that Lebesgue volume is a Lipschitz continuous function with constant 1. 
1. Preliminaries 
(a) Notation. The context of this paper is Euclidean space ~d with norm !I· !I. 
Throughout Ad or A denotes d-dimensional Lebesgue measure on the Borel o--field 
fYJ = @(!Rd), and :;ea- 1 is (d - 1 )-dimensional Hausdorff measure (Simon (1983 ), p. 
6). Write S, S 0 for topological closure and interior of S respectively. The open ball in 
!Rd with radius rand centre x is denoted by B(x, r) and 
2Jrd/2 
Kd = df(d/2) = A(B(O, 1)). 
Denote by :£the class of all one-dimensional lines in !Rd, and by µ the normalised 
invariant measure on .ft (see Santal6 (1976), pp. 28, 200). For a Borel set Sc !Rd, 
define [ S] = {! E :£: l n S ¥- 0}, the set of lines that intersect S. 
(b) Covariance functions 
Definition l.l. The (set) covariance function of a bounded Borel set Sc !Rd is the 
function Cs: !Rd~ IR+ defined by · 
Cs(Y) := A(S n TyS), 
where we write 
T,.S = S - y = {s - y :s ES} 
for the translation of S by a vector y E !Rd. 
Observe that the covariance function is measurable as a function of y: the function 
g(u, w) = 15 (u )ls(u + w) is clearly measurable and integrable on IR2d so Fubini's 
theorem guarantees measurability of Cs(.). 
The following properties are immediate consequences of Definition 1.1: 
Lemma 1.2. 
(a) C5 (0) = A(S). 
(b) C5 has compact support: C5 (y) = 0, for ally E ~d with II Y II ~diam (S). 
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(c) Cs is symmetric: Cs(Y) = C5(-y), for ally E !Rd. 
Lemma 1.3 (Borel's overlap formula). For any integrable f: IR+ - IR 
(1.1) 
In particular 
(1.2) 
I I f(\\u-v\\)dudv= I f(\\w\\)C5 (w)dw. Js Js J~d 
I C5 (y) dA.(y) = A.(S)2. J~d 
Equation (1.1) is proved by a change of variables w = u - v, see Borel (1947). The 
second formula is the special case f = 1. 
Clearly (1.1) connects the covariance function of S with the distribution function 
of the distance between two independent uniformly distributed points in S (see for 
example Nagel (1993)). 
The following well-known result is a consequence of the Blaschke-Petkantschin 
formula (see Santal6 (1976), Equation (4.2) p. 46 and Equation (12.23) p. 201; Miles 
(1985)). 
Lemma 1. 4. For integrable f: lR + - IR 
(1.3) f Jt(\\u-v\\)dudv=J J J \s-t\d- 1 /(\s-t\)dsdtdµ.(l). 
s s :r· ins ins 
(c) Regular sets. A set S is called regular closed if S = 5°. We shall define a 
subclass "/!'of the regular closed subsets of IRJ. Let 9 be the collection of non-empty, 
open, convex, relatively compact sets. Then the class ce of closures of sets in 0l 
is the class of convex bodies (convex compact sets with non-empty interior). Let 
and let 'W' be the algebra generated by g', i.e. by finite intersections, unions and 
differences of subsets of g'_ 
Definition 1.5 
'V={V E "/iV:V 0 = V}. 
An element of "/!'will be called a regular set. 
Any SE "Vis compact and satisfies ~- 1 (aS) <cc; see Appendix A. 
Definition 1.6. For S E 'V and l E !£, write n (l n S) for the number of components 
of l n S, and u(l n S) for the length (one-dimensional Hausdorff measure) of l n S. 
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The following is an adaptation of a standard result in integral geometry (e.g. 
Santal6 (1976), pp. 29, 31, 234 and Federer (1969), pp. 173, 258, 294). The proof is 
in Appendix A. 
Lemma 1. 7. With respect to the usual <J-algebra on 2:, we have for S E ''V 
(a) <J(l n S) is a measurable function of l E It, and 
(1.4) 
(b) n (l n S) is a measurable function of l E ;£and 
(1.5) J n(l n S) df.-l(l) = Kd-i z;et- 1(aS). 
.:f 2 
Jn particular, for f.-l-almost all lines l, the transect I n S is a finite union of bounded 
line segments. 
2. The linear scan transform 
We now define the linear scan transform of a set S in terms of the one-
dimensional covariance function of I n S. 
Definition 2.1. The linear scan transform of a regular set S E 'Y is the measurable 
function of I E :£and t > 0 defined almost everywhere by 
That G1ns is defined for almost all (l, t) will be shown below. The following 
properties are immediate. 
Lemma 2.2 
(a) If l n S = 0, then C1ns = G1ns = 0. 
(b) For a compact convex set K the intersection l n K is either empty or a compact 
interval of length a-(l n K) ~ 0 in which case C1nK(t) =(a-(/ n K) - t)+ and 
G1nK(t) = l{<T(l n K) > t} = G 
( c) G1ns(t) = G1ns(t) = 0 for all t ~diam (S). 
if <T(l n K) > t 
otherwise 
According to Lemma 1.7, l n Sis a finite union of line segments for almost all lines l, 
so that we may compute C1ns, Gins· 
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Lemma 2.3. Represent I n S isometrically as a subset of IR: 
n 
(2.1) Ins= u [xu-11 X2;] 
i=l 
where x1 < x2 < · · · < Xzn e IR are the coordinates of the endpoints of the line segments 
(with respect to an arbitrary origin on !). Then 
2n 2n 
(2.2) C1ns(t) = L L (-l)i+k+ 1(xk -x; - t)+ 
k=J i=l • 
2n 2n 
(2.3) Gins(t)= L L (-1)i+k+ 11{xk -x;>t} 
k=l i=l 
for all t > 0 except those satisfying t = xk - X; for some i =/= k. This representation is 
independent of the choice of the origin and orientation on l. 
The proof is straightforward using the representation (2.1) and integration by 
parts. 
Since (2.1) holds for µ-almost all !, and (2.3) is valid except at a finite number oft 
values for each fixed /, the linear scan transform is defined almost everywhere (with 
respect to µ 0 A1 on ::t x IR+)· 
It is an interesting exercise to check that the alternating sum expression for 
C1ns(O) collapses to u(l n S). 
3. Identities concerning the linear scan transform 
(a) Basic relation. Here we establish a link between the set covariance function 
and the linear scan transform. 
Proposition 3.1. For S E °f! and y E Rd 
Cs(Y) = f r Guw+u>ns(s) ds d'ilt'1- 1(u ), 
Ii;, 11.Yll 
where w = (1/ II y II )y, fw is the line through 0 with direction w, and!-/;, is the orthogonal 
complement of fw. 
Proof Let w = y I II y II e sd-t and set t = II y 11- By definition 
Cs(Y) = Cs(tw) = J. ls(x)l5 (x + tw) dx. 
Ill" 
(3.1) 
Decomposing x = u + vw where v e IR and u e /~ the right-hand side of (3.1) 
becomes 
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The proposition follows since C1ns(t) = f~ G1ns(s) ds. 
(b) Stereological relations. In this subsection we first establish a connection 
between the linear scan transform and the variables n(l n S) and [u(l n Sl]. 
Definition 3.2. (Miles (1983)). Let Se 'V and I e !£. The k-linc (for 'kth order 
line section of non-convex domain') of the transect I n S is 
2n(lnS)-l 2n(lnS) 
[CT(lnSl]= L L (-1y+j+ 1(xj-x;l, 
i=l j=i+I 
where x 1 , x2, • • • are the ordered endpoints of intercepted intervals as before and 
k ~ 0 is an integer. 
By Lemma 1.7, [er(! n St] is well defined for almost all lines. The k-linc is of 
stereological importance, especially when d = 2 and k = 3 and also when d = 3 and 
k = 4 (see Miles (1983) and Jensen and Gundersen (1985)). 
Lemma 3.3. For s E r we have for µ-almost all / 
(a) n(l n S) = G1n5 (0) =[er(/ n S)0]. 
(b) [u(/ n S)k] = k fo tk-1G1n5 (t) dt fork~ 1. 
(c) [u(l n S)k] = k(k - 1) fo tk- 2C1ns(t) dt fork~ 2. 
For the proof observe that by Lemma 1.7, n(l n S) <ex:: for almost all lines. For 
those lines, the k-linc of Sis well defined and the linear scan transform is defined for 
almost all lines. Consider those lines in :£such that n(l n S) < oo and such that G1ns 
is well defined. Use relation (2.3) to prove (a) and (b); then (c) follows from (b) by 
integration by parts. 
Examples 3.4 
(A) If K is convex, 
Lu(lnK) = ktk-I dt 
0 
(B) Fork=l, 
[er(/ n S)1] = f' G1ns(t) dt = C1ns(O) = <I(l n S), 
by part (a) of Lemma 1.2. 
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(C) From (B) we obtain 
(3.2) a-(l n S) = r G1ns(t) dt 
for almost all l. Consequently 
(3.3) L r G1ns(t) dt dµ,(l) = L a-(l n S) dµ,(l) = dKdA(S), 
using Lemma 1.7. 
Proposition 3.5. For f: IR+-+ IR integrable on compact sets and S E 'Y 
(3.4) 
LLJ(llu -vii) du dv = LL Jt(- 1 f(lt!)Cins(t) dtdµ(l) 
= 2 Lf td- 1f(t)Cins(t) dt dµ(l) 
= 2 Lf Fd_ 1(t)G1ns(t) dt dµ(l) 
where Fd-1 (t) = fo sd-if (s) ds. 
The proof is an application of Lemma 1.4 and Borel's overlap formula (1.1), 
From Proposition 3.5 and part (b) of Lemma 3.3, we obtain a generalisation of 
Crofton's formula, relating chord length and interpoint distance for non-convex sets, 
cf. Santal6 (1976), p. 238, (14.25) and Miles (1979), (1985). 
Corollary 3.6. For SE 'V and k ~ d - 1 
(3.5) L [u(l n S)k] dµ(l) = k(\- l) LL Jiu - v ,,k-d-l du dv. 
Remark. Taking k = d + 1 in Corollary 3.6 or f = 1 in Proposition 3.5 we get 
A(S)2= / )J [u(lnS)d+i]dµ(l) 
d( + 1 .:£ 
= ~ L r tdGins(t) dt dµ., (!). 
Finally, there is a connection with the chord length distribution 
Fs(x) = P{l E .s:': a-(l n S) ~ x} 
for a convex set S. Here P is the uniform distribution on the set [S] of lines that 
intersect S, defined by P( U) = µ(Un [S])/ µ.,([ S]), i.e. P is the invariant measure µ 
restricted to [ S] and normalised to have unit total mass. 
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Recall from Lemma 2.2(b) that 1 {lT(l n S) > x} == G1n 5(x) when Sis convex. Hence 
P{a(l n S) ~x} = 1- µ,tS) L G1ns(x) dµ.(l). 
Comparing this with results of Waksman and Pohl, we conclude that 
I :t: G1ns (x) df.-l(l) :x a5 (x ), the associated function to S defined by Pohl (1980). This 
was used by Waksman (1985) to partially solve the problem of characterising convex 
plane polygons by their chord length distributions. See also Cabo (1989). 
(c) Glance functions. Waksman (1987) considered a class of open subsets Tc !Rd, 
with diameters bounded by a fixed constant D, having C2 boundaries made up of 
finitely many arcs on which the curvature does not change sign. He introduced the 
glance fu,nction which in our notation is 
Clearly 
2n-1 2n 
H1ny(t):= L L (-l)1 +j+ll{x1 -x;~t}. 
i=l j=i+l 
H1ns(t) = n(l n S) - G1ns(t) 
so that our relations n(l n S) = G1ns(O) and O"(/ n S) =I~ G1n5(t) dt are equivalent to 
Waksman's results n(l n S) = H1n 5 (D) and 
u(l n S) = n(l n S). D - LD H1ns(t) dt. 
Our change of definition makes the following section possible. 
4. Metrics 
(a) A new metric for sets 
Definition 4.1. For S, T E "/!', let 
(4.1) 
77(S, T) = LllG1ns- GinTll1 dµ,(l) 
= Lf IG1ns(t) - G1nr(t)I dt dµ,(l). 
This is a modification of a metric defined by Waksman (1987) in terms of Hins; the 
two metrics are not equivalent. 
Measurability and integrability of Gins(t) are proved in Appendix B; this ensures 
that 1J is well defined. 
Proposition 4.2. 1J is a metric on °If. 
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Proof Since T/ is defined as the L 1 distance between linear scan transforms, the 
only property to check is that TJ(S, T) = 0 implies S = T. Observe that 
L!CT(lnS)-CT(/nT)[dµ.(/)= Llf G1n5(t)dt- L"° Gin:r(t)dtJ dµ.(l) 
~ Lf 1c1nsU) - cmr<t)I dr dµ.(t) 
= TJ(S, T) 
=0. 
Thus TJ(S, T) = 0 implies 
CT(l n S) = a(! n T), for µ.-almost lines /. 
Consequently the Radon transforms of the indicator functions of Sand Tare equal 
for almost all lines. By Helgason (1980), Proposition I.7.5, p. 52 the indicator 
functions are almost everywhere equal, i.e. 
(4.2) A(SliT) = 0. 
Since S and T are regular closed sets, a standard argument yields S = T. 
Examples 4.3 
(A) If K1 , K2 E 'Y are both convex, 
the L 1 distance between their Radon transforms. This follows from Lemma 2.2(b) 
since 
=JCT(/ n Kz)- <T(/ n K1)J. 
(B) If K1, K2 are convex and K 1 r;;;K2 then 
This follows from (1.4) together with the previous example since a(/ n K2) -
u(l n K1) 2: o. 
There appears to be no simple general expression for TJ(K 1, K2). For instance, the 
other relatively simple case of two disjoint convex sets needs results related to the 
Sylvester problem (see Santal6 (1976), p. 63-65). However there is a simple upper 
bound in general. 
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Lemma 4.4. For S, T e 'V 
(4.3) 71(5, T)-a f)IGinsllt dµ,(l) + L JIG1nrlli dµ,(/) 
-a diam (S) length (aS) +diam (T) length (aT). 
Proof The first inequality follows from the triangle inequality for the L 1 norm. 
Clearly 
(4.4) IG1ns(t)l -a Gins(O) = n(l n 5) for all t. 
Hence II Ginsll 1 -a n(l n S) diam (S). This yields the lemma by (1.5), see Santal6 
(1976), p. 31. 
Remark. The first upper bound in (4.3) is sharp in the sense that it equals the 
supremum of 71(5, T') over all T' congruent to T. This may be seen by considering 
translations of T by vectors Xn e ~d with llxn II ~ cc. 
(b) Connection with the Hausdorff distance 
Definition 4.5. The Hausdorff distance between two non-empty sets A, B c ~dis 
.n'(A,B)=max{sup inf lla-bll,sup inf lla-bll} 
aeAbeB heBaeA 
= inf {r > O:A c B' and B c A'}, 
where the outer parallel set or dilation of B by r > 0 is 
B' = {x e ~d: inf llx - b II -a r}. 
beB 
We also define the inner parallel set or erosion 
s-r= {x E B: inf llx -ell G:r}. 
ceBc 
The following example shows that the two metrics do not generate the same 
topology on 'V. 
Example 4.6. Define 
Xn = B(O, 1) U s(x, ~) where n ~ 1 and llx II = 3. 
In the Hausdorff metric Xn converges to B(O, 1) U {x}. However, in ri it converges to 
B(O, 1) by the following argument. Split the integral 
ri(Xn, B(O, 1)) = L.11G1nxn - GinB(0,1)111 dµ,(l) 
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into three terms corresponding to the domains [B(O, 1)]\[B(x, l/n )], [B(x, l/n )]\ 
[B(O, 1)] and [B(O, 1)) n [B(x, 1/n)] respectively. The first term is zero because 
G 1nx. = GinB(0,1) on the domain of integration. The second term is 
l l ( ( 1 )) llG1ns(x,1tn)ll1 dµ.,(l) = a l n B x, - dµ..(l) [B(x,lln)]\[B(0,1)] [B(x,lln)]\[B(0,1)] n 
by convexity and Example 3.4(B). But the right side is dominated by 
l u(1 n s(x, .!:.)) dµ.,(l) = d:~ - o [B(x,l/n)] n n as n-oo. 
The third term tends to zero since the integrand is bounded above by 10 using (4.4), 
and µ([B(O, 1)] nB(x, 1/n))-'> µ([B(O, 1)] U [{x}]) = 0 as n - oo. Hence Xn-
B(O, 1) in 77. 
Theorem 4. 7. The metrics TJ and ~are topologically equivalent on the space <e of 
convex bodies. 
The proof is divided into several parts. 
Proposition 4.8. Let Km Ke CS. If '/le(Km K)-'>0 then 71(Kn, K).-0. 
Proof For fixed n, if '/le(K, Kn)< 5 then by definition 
where K8 is defined in 4.5. Since Kn is convex, ((Kn) 8 )- 8 =Kn so 
(4.5) 
Hence for all I e !£ 
u(K-8 n l) ~ u(Kn n /) ~ u(K8 n l). 
But also K- 6 c K c. K 6 so that u(K n l) is also sandwiched between these limits. 
Hence 
lu(K n l) - u(Kn n /)I~ u(K6 n l) - cr(K- 8 n /). 
Integrating as in Example 4.3(B) we obtain 
The right-hand side converges to zero as 5 .- 0 since the boundary of a convex set 
has Lebesgue measure zero. The result follows. 
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Remark. Using the Steiner formula (Santal6 (1976), p. 220) one can easily obtain 
the explicit bound (for convex S, T) 
71(S, T) ;a 2dKd ~ (~)w,(S)Zlt'(S, TY 
+ dKd sti ( ~) ~~ ( d ~ s)wk(S)7f(S, Ty+k 
where Wk(-) is the kth quermassintegral (Santal6 (1976), p. 217). 
For the converse of Proposition 4.8 we need the following. 
Definition 4.9 (see Eggleston (1958)). Let Ke'€. 
(i) The inradius r(K) of Sis the supremum of the radii of all balls contained in K. 
(ii) The minimal width w(K) of K is the infimum of the distances between all 
pairs of parallel supporting hyperplanes of K. 
Remark. Clearly r(K) < e iff K-E = 0, where K-• is the erosion defined in 4.5. 
Lemma 4.10. Suppose 71(Kn, K)-O and LJ~=i Kn is unbounded. Then r(K,,)-0 
as n-oc. 
Proof Suppose U Kn is unbounded. Choosing a subsequence if necessary, we 
may find Xn E Kn such that 0 < llxn II j oc. 
We prove the result by contradiction. Suppose (possibly for a subsequence) 
r(K11 ) ~ e for all n where e > 0. We claim that D(K, K;;''2)- cc, where 
D(S, T) :=sup d(y, S) =sup inf llx - y II· 
.YET yeT xeS 
For, either D(K, K,~·)- oc (which implies the claim) or (possibly for a subsequence) 
supn D(K, K;;') = M < oo. Assume the latter case. For every n we can find Yn EK;;' 
such that d(ym K) ;a M, so that B(y11 , e) c KM+". 
Put en:= co (B(ym e) U {xn}). Then en£ K 11 • Defining Zn = (x,, + Yn)/2 simple 
trigonometry shows that 
Hence z,, E K;;•12• Now 
d(z11 , K) ~ \lzn - y,. II - d(y,,, K) 
~ l\z,, - y,,I\ - M 
= ! !Ix,, - Yn II - M 
-oo. 
Thus D(K, K;;•12)- oo, proving the claim. 
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Consequently we can find balls B(zm c/2) = Bn c Kn such that llzn II - 00 • Now 
TJ(Km K) ~I u(/ n Bn) dµ,(l) 
[B.]\[K] 
=I u(l n Bn) dµ,(l) - I u(l n Bn) dµ,(/) 
[B.] [B.]n(K] 
~ dKdA(Bn) - eµ([Bn] n [K]), 
by (1.4) and the fact that u(/ n Bn) ::s c. If B = B(x, diam (K)) is the circumsphere of 
K, then we have 
µ([Bn] n [BJ)= cd diam (K), c/2, llzn -xii), 
where c(r1, r2 , s) is the measure of all lines intersecting two disjoint balls of radii r1, 
r2 with midpoints separated by a distance s. By standard integral geometric 
arguments it can be shown that for fixed r1, r2 , c(r1,r2,s)-O as s-oo. Hence 
µ([Bn] n [BJ)-+ 0, i.e. 
lim TJ (Kn, K) > Kd( E /2)d > 0. 
n-->OC 
This contradiction proves the lemma. 
Lemma 4.11. (Eggleston, 1958, p. 112). For a compact convex set K 
r(K) ~ cd. w(K) 
where cd is a constant depending only on the dimension d. 
Lemma 4.12. Let K e 1'€. Then 
sup inf ri(K, L) > 0 
B>O w(L)<B 
where the infimum ranges over L e 1'€. In particular, any sequence Kn satisfying 
w(Kn)-O has lim supn TJ(K, Kn)> 0 for all Ke 1'€. 
Proof Fix 0 <a< r(K). Observe that A(K-"') 7'o 0. Fix O < T/ < ~KdA(K-"'). Then 
(4.6) 
Now choose 
and let Le Cfd with w(L) < S. 
Choose a direction 8~;n such that the two parallel support hyperplanes of L 
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normal to this direction are at the minimum distance w(L) apart. Write W for the 
region bounded by these two supporting hyperplanes, and let .!£°' be the set of lines l 
intersecting K-a whose directions 8(/) make an angle 4 ( 8(/), 8;i;;n) with O;i;;n that 
lies in the interval ( - !n, !n): 
.!£,, := {l E [K-"]: 4 ( B(l), e;;;;n) E ( -~n, ~n)}. 
Let l E .!£,,. Then by assumption 
w(L) 
u(l n W) =:cos ( 4 ( e, 8;i;;n)) < 2w(L), 
where we use the fact that cos <P >~if <PE (-~n, !n). Thus also 
(4.7) u(l n L) < 2w(L). 
Furthermore, observe that for lines intersecting K-", 
(4.8) u(l n K) ~ 2a. 
Hence 
CT(l n K) ~ 2a > 28 > 2w(L) > CT(l n L) 
Consequently 
YJ(K, L) ~ L~ l<T(/ n K) - CT(l n L)I dµ(l) 
=: L~ <T(l n K) dµ(l) - L~ u(l n L) dµ(l). 
By part (a) of Lemma 1.7 and the definition of .ft,, 
L~ u(l n K) dµ(l) S; L~ u(l n K-") dµ(l) = ~ KdA(K-"). 
For the second integral we have by (4.7) 
Summarising 
L~ CT(l n L) dµ(l) < 2w(L)µ(.5t,.,) 
~ 2w(L)µ([K]). 
> ~KdA(K-") - 28µ([K]) 
> YJ, by (4.7). 
by assumption 
Thus infw(L)<s YJ(K, L) :::::= ri; but this implies the lemma. 
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Proposition 4.13. Let K, Kn be in Cfl with ri(Kn, K).-0. Then Un Kn is bounded. 
Proof Assume T/(Km K)-O and suppose to the contrary that U:=i Kn is 
unbounded. By Lemma 4.10, r(Kn)-O. Then by Lemma 4.11, w(Kn).-0. But by 
Lemma 4.12, lim SUPn ri(Kn, K) > 0. This contradiction implies that u;=l Kn is 
bounded, proving the proposition. 
Finally we are able to state the converse to Proposition 4.8. 
Proposition 4.14. Let Km KE r:e. If TJ(Kn, K).-0 then 'le(Kn, K).-0. 
Proof Assume to the contrary that Kn tends to Kin TJ, but not in 'Je. Then for all 
e > 0, there is a subsequence, Kn, say, such that 
(4.9) for all i. 
Since by assumption TJ(Kn. K)- 0, Proposition 4.13 yields that U; Kn, is bounded. 
However by Blaschke's selection theorem (see Eggleston (1958)) there is a 
sub-subsequence, Kn,, say, that does converge in 'Je. Suppose its limit is K*: 
'lf(Kn,,• K*) .- 0, i- :io. 
But then 
TJ(K, K*) ;;:§i T/ (K, Kn)+ TJ(Kn' K*)- 0, 
I) IJ 
by the assumption and Proposition 4.8. That is, TJ(K, K*) = 0 and hence K = K*, i.e. 
Kn ~K . 
. ,
This contradicts ( 4.9), establishing the proposition. 
Finally, Theorem 4.7 follows immediately from Propositions 4.8 and 4.11. 
5. Continuity results 
(a) Volume 
Lemma 5.1. The mapping S ~ A(S) is Lipschitz-continuous with constant 1 on 
('Y, T/ ). 
Proof By Proposition 3.1 
IA(S) - A(T)I = ICs(O) - Cr(O)I 
;;:§i Lf 1c1ns(t) - c1nrCt)1 dt dµ,(l) 
= ri(S, T). 
(b) The set covariance function. As a corollary to the equivalence of T/ and 'X on 
the collection of convex bodies, we obtain the following. 
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Corollary 5.2. Let K, Kn E Cf5 and suppose 'Je(Kni K) ~ 0. Then 
CK.(Y)~ CK(y) pointwise. 
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Proof Fix y E ~d and write CK(y) = f iRd lK.(x)lT,}(jx) dx. Since 'Je(Kni K)~O we 
have 
(5.1) 
where En~ 0 as n ~ oo. Hence 
lK-•• (x) ~ lK.(x) ~ h•.(X), Vx. 
Since the two bounds converge to lK(x) as n ~ oo pointwise on IRd\aK, the same is 
true for lK.(x ). Dominated convergence yields 
The representation of the covariance function in terms of G also enables us to 
prove continuity of the set covariance as a function of its set argument with respect 
to the metric 7'/· The following result is useful. 
Lemma 5.3. For r > 0 and S, T E 'V 
f ICs(Y) - CT(y)I dw, ~ TJ(S, T), 
llyll=r 
where w, is the spherical measure on a ball with radius r. 
Proof By Proposition 3.1 (using the notation introduced there) 
Integrating over all directions yields the lemma. 
Theorem 5.4. Given M > 0 define 
'V(M) := {S E 'V: diam (S) ~ M}. 
The mapping S"""'Cs from ('V(M), TJ) into L1 (~d) is Lipschitz continuous with 
constant !M2 : 
for all S, T E 'V(M). 
D ;· !,; J 1 r· t h ·· -~ 
t 
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Proof Let S, T E 'V(M). Transforming to polar coordinates 
= r r f. ICs(Y) - CT(Y )I dw, dr 
0 \lyll=r 
= ['11 r Lf!=r IC5 (y) - Cy(y )I dw, dr 
~ TJ(S, T) LM r dr by Lemma 5.3 
= ~M271(S, T). 
Theorem 5.5 (Matheron (1986)). Let KE Cf5 be fixed. The mapping y~Cx(Y) 
from [Rd to lR+ is Lipschitz continuous: 
where b is the supremum over sd-l of the breadth function of K. 
Corollary 5.6. Let K,,, KE Cf!, with 71(K,,, K)~O. Then 
uniformly. 
Proof By Corollary 5.2 
Equation (5.1) holds, hence 
(5.2) 
Observe that the sequences {CK-,,}~=l and {CK,,}~=l are both monotone. Since 
'Je(K•n, K) = EnlO. Theorem 4.7 and Corollary 5.2 yield 
Moreover since K-•,j K then 'Je(K-''', K)~ 0 because K is compact (Matheron 
(1975), Cor. 3, p. 13). This yields 'Je(K-•,, K) ~ 0 by compactness of K. Thus also 
Cx-•rn jCK(y). 
By Theorem 5.5, all these functions are continuous. Since they all have compact 
supports, Dini's theorem asserts that Cx., and Cx-•, converge uniformly to Cx. The 
triangle inequality and other standard arguments together with (5.2) yield the claim. 
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Appendix A: Proof of Lemma 1. 7 
To prove Lemma 1.7, recall the following concepts. 
Definition A.l. Let E c: !Rid. Then Eis ('#em, m)-rectifiable if 'Jem(E) < oc and there 
exists a set F containing '#em-almost all of E such that F = U;= 1 Fn, where each F,, is 
the image of a bounded subset of !Rm under a Lipschitz map. (See Federer (1969) pp. 
251, 252 or Simon (1983).) 
For any ('#em, m )-rectifiable set E 
(A.l) :;em(E) = c(m, d) L 'Jem+l-d(l n £) dµ(l), 
for a certain constant c(m, d). 
It is well known that the boundary of a bounded convex set with non-empty interior 
in !Rid is (:led- 1, d - 1)-rectifiable. The following result is easy to prove. 
Lemma A.2. Every WE "W (see Section l.2(c)) can be represented (not uniquely) 
as a disjoint union 
w = u (<D-n c)\(O £.k)), j= I 1 J k=I J 
where D1 E r:!lJ, C1 e 46, E1k e 1t. 
Corollary A.3. For the boundary of a set W e "W 
m m1 
aw c: U (aD1) u (aC1) u U (aE;k). 
i=l k=I 
Consequently there exist K; e Cf5 
n 
aw c: U aK;. 
i=l 
In particular, a W is ( :;ed-i, d - 1 )-rectifiable. 
Proof of Lemma l. 7. Since Se 'V, as is (:led- 1, d - 1)-rectifiable, so we can apply 
(A.l) with m = d - land m + 1-d=0 yielding 
L 'Je0(l n as) dµ(l) = c(d - 1, d)'Jed- 1(aS). 
In particular µ(Y:\CJ':) = Q where Cf = {l E if:/ n aS is finite}. 
Let~:={/ e !t:n(/ n S) ¥ !X0(aS n /)}. We need to prove µ('tl) = 0. 
For any I e CJ: we have 2n(l n S) ~ :le0 (aS n /) since every endpoint of an interval 
of In S is a point of as. Conversely each point x e In as is either (a) an endpoint of 
an interval of l n S, (b) an isolated point of In S, or (c) a point interior to an 
interval of l n S. If all x e l n as are of type (a), clearly n(l n S) = ~'Je0(aS n /). 
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Hence it suffices to prove that µ(!£\IS) = 0 where IS= {l E @:: all points of l n as are 
endpoints of intervals of l n S}. 
Fix l E (t and x El n as. Let {K;}; = {Dih U {C)j u {Eik}j,k be the convex sets 
featuring in the representation of S at Lemma A.2. Observing as s; U; aK;, consider 
only those aK; which contain x. Choose a convex open neighbourhood U of x in !Rd 
such that Un l n aK; = {x}. The convex hypersurfaces aK; intersect at x and divide 
U\aS into disjoint connected open sets 01. For each 0 1 either 01 c S0 or 01 c sc. 
Since s is regular closed, oj c S 0 for at least one j and since x E as, Or c sc for at 
least one j'. Hence for any line l E ~ which does not contain X, u n l n as consists 
of endpoints of intervals of Un l n S. But J.L{l E !t:x E /} = 0, so a covering 
argument gives µ(!£\IS)= 0, establishing the lemma. 0 
Appendix B 
Lemma B.l. For every S E "V the fu.nction G1ns(t) is jointly measurable in (l, t) and 
absolutely integrable. 
Proof We first prove measurability of the transect covariance function by 
applying the coarea formula (Federer (1969), 3.2.22). Let \I:= !Rd x sd- 1. Define 
f: \IX IR~ !Rd by f( (x, u ), t) = x +tu that is, f maps (x, u, t) onto a point at distance t 
from x, lying on the line with orientation u through x. Next define g: \I x IR __,. 
!Rd x llld by g((x, u), t) = (x,f(x, u, t)). For any measurable set Ac llld with finite 
Lebesgue measure, the set 
A*:= g- 1(A X A)= {(x, u, t):x E A,f(x, u, t) EA} 
is clearly measurable. Next define h: \I~!£ by h (x, u) = {x + au: a E IR}. It is simple 
but tedious to construct local coordinates on !£ such that h is locally Lipschitz. 
Finally define i:\/x!R~.;tx IR by i((x, u), t)= (h(x, u), t). Then the coarea formula 
implies that 
s(l, t) := J lA•((x, u), t) d~1 (x, u) 
;-1u. r) 
is measurable in (l, t). 
For sets A E 'Y, G1ns(t) is minus the t derivative of C1nA(t) and \G1n5 (t)\-< 
G1ns(O) = n(l n S) where the bound n(l n S) is integrable by Lemma 1.7; so Gins(t) 
is measurable and absolutely integrable. 
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